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How is the ethnic make-up of
local populations changing?
The answers have implications for:
• Local service provision
• Community cohesion
• Theories of ethnic integration

The data problem
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• Population estimates
• Other estimates (Leeds, Southampton)
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What do these data tell us about local
ethnic group population dynamics?
• Overall, natural change contributed more to
population growth than migration in 1990s
• Natural Change most important for young non-White
non White
groups
• Migration is what determines local ethnic group
population distribution
• Migration patterns vary by age
• Minority concentrations gain White young adults
(from Britain and overseas) but lose Whites of other
ages (to Britain and overseas)
• Minority concentrations gain Non-White
Non White young adults
(from overseas) and lose them (to elsewhere in
Britain) on balance. Non whites of other ages migrate
away from concentrations (to elsewhere in Britain and
overseas)
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Results: changing racial composition, more
mixed areas

Summaryy
Measuring ethnic group population change for
small areas using census microdata and
demographic population estimates tells us:
• The importance of examining the dynamics of
natural change and migration
• Diverse areas are growing through family building,
youth urbanisation and immigration; and
experiencing out-migration to (suburbs and rural
areas) elsewhere in Britain
Britain.
• Dynamics of local population change are non-racial,
show more mixing and not ‘self
‘ f segregation’’
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